Zolmitriptan: new product. Similar to sumatriptan.
(1) Zolmitriptan is an antimigraine drug similar to sumatriptan. (2) The clinical file mainly comprises placebo-controlled dose-finding studies recommending an optimal oral dose of 2.5 mg. (3) Zolmitriptan has been compared with sumatriptan in a trial that showed no difference in efficacy. In particular, the recurrence rate of headache after initial relief was not lower on zolmitriptan than on sumatriptan. (4) The safety profile of zolmitriptan is similar to that of sumatriptan. The contraindications relating to a history of cardiovascular disease must be respected because of the vasoconstrictive effect of the drug. (5) Zolmitriptan has the same drug interactions as sumatriptan. Moreover, zolmitriptan should not be used during migraine attacks by patients on propranolol.